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ABSTRACT

There are many kinds of literary works that can be interpreted in deep analysis, such as novel, short story, poetry, drama, etc. As one of literary work, movie is the example of drama. “Inside Out” movie showed that emotions have really important part in human daily life.

The purpose of the study is to find out what are Riley’s emotions and how are Riley’s emotions expressed in “Inside Out” movie by Pete Docter. This study used descriptive qualitative research design. This research used document analysis and human instrument as research instrument.

The result of the study showed that Riley had five basic emotions. They were Disgust, Fear, Sadness, Anger, and Joy. Furthermore, Riley had some ways to express her emotions, which were: 1) Riley expressed her disgust by looking around, trying to find where the strange smell, and refused to eat broccoli pizza. 2) Riley expressed her fear by stepping back away from the dead mouse, showed her scared face, hiding under her blanket, and directly waking up when she had a scary dream. 3) Riley expressed her sadness by crying. 4) Riley expressed her anger by snapping and speaking loudly, and 5) Riley expressed her joy by joining a new hockey team. Riley has revealed her emotions because Riley still tried to adapt with many things that were directly changed in her. This research will be more interesting if the next researcher use new object for this kind out research.
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